I outline a new hypothetical approach issuing a second gravitational equation in the scope of a promising model tackling the gravitational wave problem. This wave equation for graviton is framed in the endeavour to bridge the puzzling missing link to allow for quantum scale physics in a unifying gravity theory, through a new coupling constant S: thus wave is regarded as a symmetry breaking of general covariance of field equations through contraction of Riemann tensor by a constant tensor. That also allows an inertial mass to be assigned to the graviton (OE-25 eV/c 2 ). This extension of General Relativity stems from self-evident considerations on the differential conditions of compatibility involving the two fundamental tensors on the curvature of the Space-Time continuum. Some considerations about last detected events are broached on the gauging of S constant, bringing forth a value that differs of two orders of magnitude with respect to the fitting of known binary star systems, unless source parameters are revised.
Introduction
The latest LIGO and VIRGO's success [1] in marking the first four gravitational wave (GW) signals ever caught [1] [2] [3] [4] , while reinforcing testing methods in numerical relativity for the BBH's last stage merging [5] [6] , matters in keeping up interest in alternative theories too, though the latest GW170814 event Open Access Library Journal makes harder the constraints about the possibility of the mixing presence of non purely 2-spin tensor General Relativity (GR) polarization states [1] [7] .
Recently a new equation has been put forward by Tailherer [8] (so-called Vortex model) which expounds in a new very way the genesis and propagation of physical waves by the introduction of another field derived from the metric tensor constituting the 2 nd fundamental tensor [9] of Space-Time 2 K g c µν τ µν = ∂ , (τ proper time) also equal to the deformation speed tensor referred to the 4-velocity of a testing object ( )
. What makes the theory compelling is the way it tethers these two fundamental fields by a second gravitational equation (see Equation (1)) through the contrivance of a new universal gravitational constant (S) featuring the intrinsic V4 inertia to spread gravitational energy, (in analogy to heat equation a sort of conductivity or measure of rate of gravitational energy flow for Space-Time continuum) and which allows an inertial mass value to be assigned to the graviton. Aim of this paper is to debate what drags on adding an extra field and a new universal constant to the fundamental symmetry of Einstein's theory for which gravitational equations should remain invariant for general coordinate transformations, and what implies for this prospect to include the attested reality of gravitational waves.
The core ideas of our Model are borrowed from the vorticity gradient formula of continuum mechanics propped up by the device of identifying the vorticity tensor to the contracted Riemann tensor through a constant tensor ∈ (so non general-globally invariant) and via the constant S (see Equation (1)).
The theory so built turns out not invariant in the sense of general relativity [10] [11], though covariant in the form of equations, just preserving at the most Lorentz invariance for only a particular choice of ∈ and setting off the special frame in which S is calculated (usually the center of mass system of the system of bodies), but this comes home to our subject by making up a breaking of the invariance of Einstein's gravitational equation from which the GW phenomenon springs out.
Riddling GR inasmuch as insufficient in getting GW's can be gathered this way.
As well-known and highlighted f.i. in [12] , just from sheer GR an interplay ensues between curvature, determined by the content of any form of energy-momentum through Einstein's equations, and gravitational waves, as usually held. However this would in principle contrast with Weyl's evidenced GR feature of plasticity of the continuum Space-Time and non-consistence with it of physical ripples of metric as shown in [13] [14]: actually, it suffices choosing four suitable components of the metric tensor at our disposal in passing to a new gauged manifold (for only interacting gravitational forces just a co-moving reference frame) for which the motion of a dust particle can be geodetically blotted out [15] . Alternatively, assuming Fermi's coordinates, the metric tensor is 1 We take occasion to remark a slip in [9] where we talked about the 2nd rank K µν symmetric tensor as a 2 spin-2 field. Strictly speaking, being not traceless, it cannot be so, but rather it has a spurious decomposition in angular momenta as 0 ⊕ 2 in gaussian gauge (g 0i = 0, g 0i = 1), so in all ( ) ( ) 
Further Shortcomings of GR

Vortex Model of GW
We assumed for the . 3 Even in math we know functions whose expansion does not tend continuously to a point limit as f.i.
+ that for a > 0 gets worse with the order for x tending to 0,while the limit for the starting function equals 0 being quite regular in its neighborhood. Open Access Library Journal though it is not invariant for a general coordinate transformation, so the ( )
frame in which we calculate S, i.e. the center of mass system, takes on a special meaning: it is a privileged frame whose track cannot be deleted by a transformation that so keeps trace of it. We mean to say that x x x x ρ σ αβ αβ α β ′ ′ ∂ ∂ ∈ ≠∈ ∂ ∂ but performing another coordinate transformation we see that
and last expression has the same form than the previous one (covariance) except that the x µ appertain to a peculiar frame, i.e. we got local covariance. Namely, Equation (1) is not a general invariant law as Einstein's equation, so that we might say that GW's make up a symmetry breaking of the general relativistic covariance, as it should be since we have showed how Einstein's theory, in his own formulation, would not actually entail physically and energetically consistent wavy solutions. Indeed only light waves obey globally invariant formulation. Given the arbitrariness in choosing αβ ∈ , had we singled out for it the tensor
would also have kept invariance with respect to Lorentz transformations, which might provide in case a suitable starting ad-hoc inertial frame to assess the constant S. The S gauged (cf. [9] §3.2) by this option associated with Equation (1) would have been of the same order of magnitude than our evaluated S = (2.5 ± By doubling the tensorial curl (incomplete) of Equation (1) The best fit for the relativistic system J0737-3039 provides an agreement in a period change with extrapolated experimental data that can barely be discriminated to within the approximation precision, despite the coarse starting assumptions for the curvature tensor. term proportional to the metric tensor). Rather, it is a stopgap to insert the energy-momentum into the C μν tensor by means of Einstein's equation viz. to build R ρνασ solving Equation (1) . Computing the latter has been proved decisive in the calculations [20] . Therefore, we have not only the gravitational field g αβ linked to the energy-momentum as from GR but also K µν by means of its gradient (C μν ∝ R μνρσ ∝ T μν ), thus bearing on energy wave propagation, namely radiated energy related to the action density −1/4Φ ασρ Φ α σρ whose field
. Indeed, the problem well put is to get K μν from Equation (1) and then g αβ from integration with respect to the proper time.
We dwell on the form of the integral solution at large distance r ([8] , equ.4.20a):
with S µν source forcing term depending on energy-momentum ( ) , which definitely betters the iteration convergence. Evidently, the case of a burst does not lend itself to this ploy.
Thus working out the solution in this way gives more significant results just from the first approximation. Worth noting is that the radiated energy associated with the K μν wave running as 1/r 2 still gets conserved provided that the related inferred metric be considered in the flux of the energy-momentum and in rising/lowering indexes therein. This comes from the relation 0 t 
Some Fingerprints of the Model
What is peculiar in this theory is that a cosmological constant does not contribute the radiation field nor a constant energy momentum tensor (f.i. the Further, pointing out the analogy between Equation (1) and Faraday-Neumann equation in electromagnetism, we could correspond the E's and B's vector role to the K μν and g μν tensors (the latter through the Riemann C-tensor) by saying that a variation of energy-momentum linked to C μν (LHS of Equation (1) applying the Green-Stokes theorem 6 to Equation (1) for a sufficiently large 2-surface Σ enclosing the mass system (for details see Equation (4) in [9] )
it holds true that a cyclic discontinuity in the circulation of K μν would cause a variation of the flux of energy-momentum through the Riemann C-tensor.
A Glance at Recent Discoveries
Finally, applying the Vortex Model in the non relativistic regime to the GW150914 event for the circularized black-holes' orbit and on retaining the a systematic drawing away of GR from Vortex Model's expectations. Indeed, the binary pulsar's estimate for S is to be accepted as the more reliable one, as upheld on collation of observational astronomical data and non-radiative general relativistic effects (up to 2PN) such as periastron advance and Shapiro or Einstein's delay [28] . Anyway for BBH's events, a thorough general relativistic treatment encompassing calculation of K μν at the further recursive stage requires bigger computational efforts in terms of available RAM (>60 Gb), which nevertheless should be carried out for a comprehensive description with respect to curved background metric provided by the reckoning step.
Conclusions
We have briefly reviewed a modified gravity theory based on the introduction of the new fundamental 2 nd -rank symmetric field Einstein's theory whose stint, as discussed in the Sect. 1 -2, would consist in describing only a conservative system that does not lose gravitational energy:
actually, as remarked in [13] [14] [15] it is impossible to admit a physical wave and general invariance. The experimented radiative phenomenon therefore would ultimately mean in dynamical gravity to overcome this stark einstenian principle towards local frame-dependent invariance entailed by an ad-hoc Open Access Library Journal privileged coordinate system relevant to an appropriate "seed" metric in which we calculated the new universal constant S featuring the specific inertial property of Space-Time to spread gravitational radiation. Mathematically this translates into the property of local invariance owned by the Riemann tensor saturated with a constant skew-symmetric tensor R αβ µναβ ∈ . This leads to the Vortex equations of the model (Equation (1)) constituting a differential link between the field K μν and the aforementioned Riemann curvature contracted tensor (Sect. 3).
Direct resolution of vortex equations through Kelvin-like integral Equation (2) [cf. also [20] , Equation (1) . Therefore one could think that exploiting the integral version of Vortex equations-Equation (3) would lighten the calculus burden for K μν , bettering the valuation for S, but at this time it is not at all evident how to manage it profitably.
And yet the better insights of the theory have to be expected in applying the model to the cosmological problem solving the equations with respect to the FLRW initial metric, since all the cosmological constant energy density conundrums, as noted before in Sect. 4, get superfluous in determining the evolution of the universe scale factor, inflationary ones included.
